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Xbox gaming headphones wireless

It's hard to know what are the best wireless headphones, with so many options out there, at very different price points. That's why we've done our best to give you a range of options, the best wireless headphones, ranging from earbuds priced under £60 to more singing and dancing wireless headphones for around the £200 mark. Whether you're looking for
in-ear, on-ear or over-ear headphones, we've also got the perfect option for you here - and the best price too. Not sure what you're looking for? We also have a guide to the best running headphones and the best noise cancellation headphones, and if headphones are for the job you're looking for, check out the best headphones for video editing. Figure 1 of
2Image 2 2Platform support: Bluetooth 4.1 | Range: up to 98ft (30m) | Battery life: 10 hours | Waterproof: IPX5 (waterproof)Great designStunning audioLong battery powerShort power required for continuous useWhen it comes to the best all-round wireless headphones, the NuForce BE Sport4 Optoma earbuds are our top choice. It's a rare find that does it
all, at an affordable price - and they boast stylish designs too. They're really custom made with exercise in mind (so they're technically our best wireless headphones for sports as well) but that doesn't stop them from being a brilliant set of everyday wireless headphones. In fact, it only makes them better because they come with extras that you don't usually
find in other non-workout specific models, at no extra cost. For example, these bad boys are completely waterproof, so you don't have to worry about the weather. They also have a decent 10-hour battery life, and will give you two hours of use with just 15 minutes of charging, which is useful if you're leaving. If you prefer any wireless BE Sport4 sound quality,
try Optoma's new true wireless form factor: BE Free8 and BE Free5 in-ears. But for the best balance of build, audio quality and price, Optoma's brilliant Sport4 wireless headphones are our winners. Figure 1 of 3Image 2 of 3Image 3 of 3If you're looking for custom in-ear wireless headphones, you can choose optoma NuForce BE Sport4 earbuds (at number
one on this list) - but if you have a little more cash to spend, try the excellent Momentum Free Wireless Bluetooth Sennheiser earphones. These headphones are of great value, offer durability, can connect to two devices at the same time, and provide some of the best audio from any headphone we've tried, at any price. And with high frequencies up to
22,000 Hz, you get a great balance between bass, mid and high ranges. Competition for the best in-ear wireless headphones is tough, of course. Prices range from what you might for lattes, up to what you'll pay for a cheated MacBook – so we've kept stuff under two hundred dollars here. Alternatives include a very good-sounding RHA T20i; 1MORE flagship
Quad Driver in-ear headphones; The more expensive Optoma NuForce wireless headphones; and for completely wireless earbuds, Jabra Elite 65t True Wireless headphones. (Image credit: Turtle Beach) Connection: Wireless USB Transmitter | Speaker Frequency Response: 20Hz | Battery life: 20 hours (1000mAh Lithium Polymer)Outstanding battery
lifeComposition for hours of useQuality buildGood price pointChunky design is not for all Stealth 700 Gen 2 Headsets are the best gaming wireless headphones we have tested – and for good reason. Used for prolonged gaming, there are several very important factors to take into account, such as comfort, sound profile, battery life and microphone settings,
and the Stealth 700 Gen 2 Headset nailing it all. First of all, wearing this can during the five-hour journey of discovery, in Assassins Creed: Origin, is a treat. Ear cups are thick, memory-coated foam, and are perfect for glasses wearers or not. The fake skin and padding on top in the head band sits comfortably, and there is no pressure point during the game
period at all. And that's impressive, because quality headphones usually carry a little heavier than cheaper plastic cans (quality materials and 50mm Nanoclear speakers weigh more than your average bargain version). Speaking of speakers, his voice is very detailed - ideal whether you want to soak up the atmosphere of the ancient Egyptian market in Origin,
or hear a little enemy footing in Call of Duty: Warzone. There are apps you can use to dip more sound into your choice, but straight out the box sounds pretty good for this ear. And enjoy the sound you will - up to double the time of Gen 1s. The 20-hour battery life is ideal for long games, and beats the Stealth 600s with five cool hours, and the 700 Gen 1s with
a staggering 10! And seeing that it's compatible with the next gene console, there's still another reason to take this Stealth 700s. Figure 1 of 5Image 2 of 5Image 3 of 5Image 4 of 5Image 5 of 5 When it comes to over-ear wireless headphones, Bose and Sennheiser both have horses in the race - but Sony is out tops, with the company's incredible WH-
1000XM2 headphones. For just under $300/£300, you get hi-res audio that will make your ears sing, fantastic noise cancellation, 30-hour battery life and Sony's Smart Listening technology, which adjusts audio based on ambient sound, if you still want to hear what's going on around you - when you talk to colleagues, for example. They also boast cutting-
edge movement controls (which require a bit of getting used to). Of course, this all comes at a price, but if you're after great sounding audio and lots of brilliant features, the Sony WH-1000XM2 can is the best over-ear wireless headphone you can get right now. Figure 1 of 2Image 2 2Platform support: 4.2 | Range: 33ft (10m) | Battery life: 6 hours | Waterproof:
Yes (IPX6 rating)Outstanding valueDust / Waterproof Sound QualityAverage Microphone volume can be low Our choice for the best budget wireless headphones is TaoTronics TT-BH07 IPX6 Waterproof Wireless headphones, which deliver the best overall package, at a very affordable price. For less than $20/£20, you get a set of headphones that look nice
and fit, with an IPX6 rating, which means they will cope with the worst elements that can be thrown at you (and they also sport magnetic ear buds that connect easily together when not in use). These headphones have the technology you see in headphones over £100, and decent Bluetooth connectivity. The sound is not as good as the more expensive
option, but at this very low price you get a bargain. (Want an alternative? Try the RHA S500u headphones, which have a narrow soundstage but sound very good for the price.) Figure 1 of 5Image 2 of 5Image 3 of 5Image 4 of 5Image 5 Arctis Pro Wireless SteelSeries Headphones is slightly more expensive than game options like Corsair VOID Pro – which
does a great job for under $100/£100 – but they are worth the extra spend. They don't try and shout up with neon stripes and flashing lights, and have a more stylish and minimalist aesthetic than most gaming headphones – which should appeal to designers as well as gamers. But it's the sound that will ultimately fascinate you: Arctis Pro Wireless
headphones provide unsure hi-fidelity audio within this price range, enhance your overall gaming experience, and allow you to steal the march on your competition. However, one major drawback is the fact that they only support PS4s and PCs (making Xbox One owners unlucky). Platform support: Bluetooth 4.1 | Range: 30ft (10m) | Battery life: 10 hours |
Waterproof: IPX5 (waterproof)ComfortableStay puts under impactStunning audioShort charge required for continuous use While NuForce BeSport4 earbuds (number one on this list) get our sound for the best wireless headphones for sports, a better value option is their sister, Optoma NuForce BeSport 3. These headphones give you almost all the benefits of
a newer model, but at a lower price. The only real difference between the two is that the BeSport 3 headphones offer a slightly less range. However sound quality is unsure at this price point, they are waterproof to IPX5 and boast a 10-hour battery life (again, with a fast 15-minute charge that provides two hours of playback). Keep in mind that high-impact
exercise requires a very safe fit to keep buds in your ears. The angled nozzle on the BE Sport3 lets you insert the earbuds deeper to fit better. You also get a variety of ear tips, so you'll have to find a suitable one that you like - and there's even a wingtip to keep remain stable during exercise. Image 1 of 2Image 2 of its AirPods, Apple has created another
game-changing product, packing a large amount of technology into two standalone earbuds - or pods. Both Pods contain microphones, providing crystal-clear audio when dictating or making calls. And this is important, because AirPods have to work with Siri, because without buttons, you have to rely solely on your voice to control it. For this reason, we would
not recommend them for any product outside the iOS / OSX ecosystem, even if they can connect with them. No other headphone has this amount of integration with Apple's OS, and - as is usually the case with Apple - a huge amount of thought has gone into how people actually use it. In addition, you get five hours of listening/speaking time (increased to 24
hours using a charging case), a fast charging time of 15 minutes for every three hours, and a good sound. However, there is no noise cancellation, and this is a one-size-fits-all approach (which will not be suitable for people with very small or large auricula). However, with its AirPods, Apple has managed to make ear buds into desirable objects, which is no
small feat. If you're looking for an all-rounder that fits most scenarios, we think the Optoma NuForce BE Sport4 is the best wireless headphone you can get right now. Coming in at under $100/£100, these earphones provide the perfect balance between cost and quality – and they're also great for exercise. If you have a bigger budget, we would recommend
Sony WH-1000XM2 wireless headphones, at number three on this list. But the wireless headphones that are right for you will depend on what you want to use, and how much you have to spend - which is why we've curated the various options below. Before buying a new pair of wireless headphones, first think about what situation you want. If you're looking
for the best headphones for running, exercise or exercise, for example, you want them to be waterproof and have a decent battery life. You will also need a safe yet convenient match, and you may want the ability to let the surrounding sound stay through – to keep you safe from traffic or robbers. If you're looking for the best wireless headphones for gaming,
in the meantime, you'll care more about latency, and what happens if the power went out mid-session. Above all, you should know the cost – and whether they will really work with your hardware. To help you make the right decision, we've highlighted the best wireless headphones in a variety of different categories. Read on to choose the right one for you...
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